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Abstract

Vesicle formation provides a means of cellular entry for extracellular substances and for recycling of membrane
constituents. Mechanisms governing the two primary endocytic pathways (i.e., caveolae- and clathrin-mediated
endocytosis, as well as newly emerging vesicular pathways) have become the focus of intense investigation to
improve our understanding of nutrient, hormone, and drug delivery, as well as opportunistic invasion of pathogens. In this review of endocytosis, we broadly discuss the structural and signaling proteins that compose the
molecular machinery governing endocytic vesicle formation (budding, invagination, and fission from the membrane), with some regard for the specificity observed in certain cell types and species. Important biochemical
functions of endocytosis and diseases caused by their disruption also are discussed, along with the structures of
key components of endocytic pathways and their known mechanistic contributions. The mechanisms by which
principal components of the endocytic machinery are recruited to the plasma membrane, where they interact to
induce vesicle formation, are discussed, together with computational approaches used to simulate simplified
versions of endocytosis with the hope of clarifying aspects of vesicle formation that may be difficult to determine
experimentally. Finally, we pose several unanswered questions intended to stimulate further research interest in
the cell biology and modeling of endocytosis. Antioxid. Redox Signal. 11, 0000–0000.

teins participate in vesicle formation are incompletely understood and thus an active area of biomedical research. One
of the reasons for the lack of understanding is the diversity of
vesicle behavior in different species and in different cell types
within the same species. The literature abounds with a large
number of independent experimental observations, many of
which are so recent that it is difficult to piece all the results
together.
This review aims to compare the underlying molecular
participants and mechanistic steps of well-studied endocytic
mechanisms and to infer general principles from the mass of
biologic observations. We attempt to bring together the body
of knowledge in a concise manner that will enable the reader
to gain an overview of the topic. With this end in mind, we
begin by briefly discussing the implications of evolutionary
conservation of endocytic proteins. This is followed by a short
discussion on the specificity of endocytic structures observed

Introduction

T

he current paradigm for the understanding of vesicle
formation that initiates endocytosis in cells is that characteristic coat proteins induce curvature in membranes to
form vesicles that exhibit distinct morphologies. Clathrin (62)
and caveolin (54) are coat proteins that are well known to
form vesicles. Additional coat proteins, for example the flotillins, have also been discovered (40) and shown to be less
universally distributed than clathrin and caveolin proteins,
which are observed in a wide variety of cells and species.
Coat proteins may interact directly or indirectly with molecular cargo being internalized. It is possible that cargo
molecules stimulate vesicle formation, for instance, through
specific receptors. Alternatively, invaginated ‘‘preformed’’
vesicles may selectively accept cargo before pinching off from
the plasma membrane. The mechanisms by which coat pro-
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in certain cell types and species. We then list some of the important biochemical functions fulfilled by different endocytic
mechanisms and diseases caused by their disruption. Next,
we describe the structures of key components of endocytic
pathways and their known mechanistic contributions. Based
on the known functions and structural details of endocytic
participants, we then describe some of the possible ways in
which the principal components of endocytosis are recruited
to certain sites at the plasma membrane where they interact to
induce vesicle formation. Computational approaches can be
used to simulate simplified models of endocytosis that consider only the predominant interactions between the most
important players. We finally discuss how computational
models such as these can assist in clarifying certain aspects of
vesicle formation that may be inaccessible by following a
purely experimental approach.
Evolution of the endocytic machinery
Proteins that are key components of the endocytic machinery are conserved to differing extents in species belonging
to different kingdoms. Proteins that are highly conserved
across different species belonging to the same or different
kingdoms often have a generalized structure. Such proteins
typically accomplish similar functions through similar biochemical mechanisms. Proteins that are not highly conserved
have probably evolved from different evolutionary roots
and may demonstrate varied biochemistry. The behavior of a
protein observed in a system that mimics the biochemistry of
a particular species can be generalized to other species in
which the protein is highly conserved.
Clathrins—key protein components of clathrin-coated pits
(CCPs)—are found in yeasts, plants, and animals. They have
features that are conserved across mammals as different as
rats, cows, and humans (25). The significant differences between mammalian and yeast clathrins are observed mainly in
the light-chain clathrin component (70); whereas the heavychain clathrin component is highly conserved (29).
Caveolins—proteins that are structural markers of vesicleforming cave-like invaginations of the plasma membrane
known as caveolae—are found in vertebrate and invertebrate
animals, but are absent in plants, yeasts, and amoebozoa (16).
They are evolutionarily conserved in organisms ranging from
Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) through zebrafish, mice, and
humans (18). Vertebrate and invertebrate caveolin isoforms
stably expressed in caveolin-1–null mice form morphologically identical caveolae. Interestingly, the ability of caveolins
to induce the formation of caveolae has not been conserved in
the primitive organism C. elegans (31). This lack of caveolaeforming ability of caveolins in C. elegans indicates that caveolin may have had a non-endocytic function in the early
stages of evolution.
Dynamins—GTPases that are involved in the scission of
endocytic vesicles from membranes—are found in metazoa,
fungi, amoebozoa, and plants (16). They are varied and specialized, to the extent that they are even expressed differentially in various mammalian tissues (38).
Complexity and functional specificity
The mechanisms that regulate the formation of endocytic
vesicles and the internalization of bound stimulants (hormones, drugs, plasma macromolecules, and invading organ-
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isms) and=or unbound solutes vary depending on both the
stimulus and the specific cell type. The picture is complicated
by the coexistence of several endocytic routes within most cell
types, as well as by the nonspecificity of some cargo. One of
the key questions in the field is whether preexisting endocytic
vesicles trap and internalize cargo or the presence of a stimulant induces de novo vesicle formation. In the case of clathrinmediated endocytosis, it seems clear that it depends on the
cargo: epidermal growth factor receptor (EGF-R) and certain
pathogens stimulate the formation of new clathrin-coated
vesicles, whereas transferrin receptor (Tf-R), low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDL-R), and some others stabilize preexisting CCPs and use them for internalization (4). Receptors
that use preassembled CCPs are thought to internalize by
constitutive endocytosis (i.e., regardless of whether they are
bound to ligands). In ligand-induced endocytosis, ligand
binding to its receptor stimulates formation of the endocytic
vesicle and receptor internalization (4, 43). Caveolae, which
represent another type of endocytic vesicle, are described as
preassembled, stable units that can undergo internalization
in the presence of stimuli. However, recent data suggest that
new caveolae can be assembled on cell stimulation with EGF;
furthermore, the formation of the new vesicles is dependent on caveolin-1 phosphorylation (45). Different caveolar
morphologies are observed to predominate, depending on the
cell type. In adipocytes, caveolae are frequently observed in
clusters called rosettes, whereas in endothelial cells, elongated
caveolae are seen to form transcellular channels (54). In contrast to CCPs, caveolae do not strip their caveolar coat on
internalization, but fuse with endosomes or the abluminal
membrane and release their cargo before recycling back to the
cell surface.
Classes and Functions of Endocytic Vesicles
Vesicle formation is used as a gateway for the entry of extracellular substances into the cell or for recycling membrane
components. Vesicle formation is thus related to various cellular functions that are accomplished through endocytosis.
Based on the particular physical structure and chemical makeup involved, different vesicles carry out different functions.
The two well-known endocytic invaginations, CCPs and
caveolae, exhibit striking differences in their morphologies.
CCPs are marked by their basket-like or soccer-ball appearance, whereas caveolae exhibit distinct spiral striations on
their cytosolic surface. As shown in Fig. 1, which is an electron
micrograph of an endothelial cell in cross section, caveolae
(identified by open white arrows) and a clathrin-coated vesicle
(CCV) (black arrow) are readily distinguishable. The other
types of vesicles show apparently smooth surfaces and
thus are devoid of the characteristic features of caveolae and
CCPs.
Clathrin mediated
CCPs were the first coated prevesicle invaginations to be
recognized. These *200-nm structures are observed on the
plasma membrane and internal organellar surfaces, such as the
trans-Golgi network (TGN) (62). CCPs participate in clathrinmediated endocytosis by detaching from the source membrane
as CCVs that leave after selectively accepting molecular cargo.
After transport through the cytosol, they dock at and fuse with
target membranes to release the cargo (43).
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FIG. 1. Cross section of a human lung microvascular endothelial cell, showing caveolae (white arrows) and a CCV
(black arrow). Human lung microvascular endothelial cells
were rinsed once with PBS and fixed at room temperature in
2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS, washed 3 times in PBS, and
postfixed in 1% OsO4 in PBS. Samples were then embedded in
Epoxy resin. Thin sections (83 nm) were placed on copper 200mesh grids and stained with 3% uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Pictures were taken on a Jeol 1220 Transmission Electron
Microscope with Gatan Erlangshen ESW1000W 785 Digital
Camera with Gatan Digital Micrograph Software.

CCVs participate in various cellular functions that are
linked to vesicle formation and endocytosis. For instance, they
are involved in the endocytosis of a wide variety of substances
including nutrients, viruses, plasma membrane proteins and
receptors, and extracellular ligands. Cell-surface receptors,
including Tf-R, LDL-R, b2-adrenergenic receptors, CD4, insulin receptor, T-cell receptors, and B-cell receptors, are concentrated in CCPs. By controlling cell-surface receptors,
clathrin structures accomplish endocytic regulation of cell
signaling (references in 7, 62).
The internalization of pathogens such as the influenza virus, reovirus, and Listeria monocytogenes appears to depend on
clathrin-coated structures that share many structural features
and machinery with CCPs and CCVs (4). Defects in the formation of CCVs are implicated in diseases like familial hypercholesterolemia, hereditary hemochromatosis, leukemia,
and muscle defects (references in 7). CCVs also carry out some
functions that are related to intracellular transport, rather than
endocytosis. For instance, CCVs are recruited to the reforming
Golgi apparatus (GA) (during telophase), and clathrin is required for reassembly of the GA (53). Clathrin-coated structures also are involved in protein sorting at the TGN (7, 34).
Although it is known that different cargos can be transported
via the same CCP, it has been proposed that specialized types
of CCPs also are specific to certain cargos (4).
Caveolae mediated
By the 1950s, in addition to clathrin-coated pits, electron
microscopy had revealed apparently smooth 50- to 100-nm
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FIG. 2. Horizontal section of a human lung microvascular
endothelial cell showing caveolar clusters (white arrows).
Cells were processed for TEM as in Fig. 1.
flask-like invaginations of the plasma membrane (47, 77). It was
later realized that these invaginations, known as caveolae,
could separate from the plasma membrane to form vesicles—
singly, in groups (chains, grapelike clusters, rosettes; Fig. 2),
or fused (transcellular channels, elongated chains, and tubules) (50, 54, 64, 71). Caveolae are found in almost all differentiated tissues but are most abundant in adipocytes,
endothelial cells, and muscle cells (9). It was formerly thought
that caveolae participated only in pinocytosis, but evidence
gathered later indicated that caveolae also play roles in signaling, mechanotransduction, cholesterol trafficking, and cell
growth (references in 63).
Caveolae have also been implicated in vesicular trafficking (transcytosis, endocytosis, and potocytosis) (1, 41, 54). The
simian virus SV40 is internalized and delivered to the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum by way of caveolae-mediated endocytosis, via caveolar aggregates called caveosomes (references
in 33, 43). The entry of a wide variety of pathogens, ranging
from viruses, bacteria, fungi, and prions, can be caveolae
mediated. Studies in caveolin-1–null mice have linked the
disruption of caveolin-1 expression with diseases such as
cancer, diabetes, vascular abnormalities, urogenital abnormalities, eye disease, interstitial lung disease, muscular dystrophy, and cardiomyopathy (37, references in 9). Whether
these pathologies are directly linked to the depletion of
caveolin-1 per se or are related to disruption of caveolar formation is as yet unknown. Caveolae-mediated transcytosis
was recently shown to be responsible for enhanced albumin
permeability of pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells, in
that polymorphonuclear neutrophil–induced activation of
caveolae-mediated endocytosis and trafficking was linked to
pulmonary edema formation (24).
Clathrin- and caveolin-independent
endocytosis (raft-mediated)
Current research efforts are generating insight into alternative endocytic pathways that are clathrin and caveolin independent. Initially, all such pathways were lumped under
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the ‘‘clathrin-independent’’ descriptor, but as more information about the cellular machinery involved in such pathways
is revealed, it has become increasingly apparent that distinct
classes using different sets of endocytic participants exist.
Flotillin-regulated, Cdc42-dependent, lipid raft–dependent,
and macropinosome-mediated pathways are some of the
known caveolin- and clathrin-independent endocytic pathways (19, 26, 40). Several examples are worth noting:
1. It is thought that the common cytokine receptor g (gc)
undergoes clathrin-independent endocytosis, because it
has been shown that clathrin depletion by siRNA does
not affect the uptake of gc (61).
2. The internalization of nonenveloped simian virus 40
(SV40) and the bacterial protein cholera toxin (CT)
also are mediated by clathrin-independent pathways.
Whereas SV40 is particularly enriched in caveolae, the
endocytosis of CT has been demonstrated to be mediated by clathrin-dependent, caveolae-dependent, and
clathrin- and caveolae-independent pathways that are
sensitive to cholesterol depletion (30).
3. When stimulated with high doses of epidermal growth
factor (EGF), the EGF receptor is ubiquitinated and is
endocytosed through a clathrin-independent, lipid raft–
dependent pathway involving epsin, eps15, and eps15R,
which are recruited to the ubiquitinated EGF receptor (69).
4. Although the endocytosis of anthrax toxin is clathrinand dynamin-dependent, it also requires lipid rafts, suggesting a parallel clathrin-independent pathway (40).
Endocytic Structures and Proteins
of the Endocytic Machinery
Clathrin-coated pits
Clathrin, the primary coat protein found in CCPs, assembles into a mesh of tessellated polygons (pentagons and
hexagons, like a soccer ball) that serves as the structural
support for CCPs and CCVs. The edges of polygons in the
mesh structure are formed by triskelions. Triskelions are
composed of three heavy chains (clathrin heavy chains, CHCs)
that form the core tri-legged structure, each leg being about
44 nm long. Additionally, triskelions have three light chains
(clathrin light chain, CLC) that lie parallel to the heavy chains
(4, 27, 74). Two kinds of CLCs have been identified in vertebrates, CLCa and CLCb (7). CCPs of *100 nm contain about
60 triskelions (11).
Although clathrin forms the tessellated polygonal scaffold
that is the mechanical backbone of CCPs, it cannot adhere to
the membrane components that form the pit or vesicle (references in 28 and 29). Adaptor proteins (APs) can attach to both
clathrin and membrane components, enabling the clathrin
scaffold to unite with the membrane. APs are also required to
link clathrin with the cargo carried in the vesicle. About
20 different forms of clathrin adaptors are known (34, 46).
Among them, AP1 and AP2 are the most widely recognized,
and they stimulate the assembly of clathrin into the characteristic tri-legged hexameric triskelion structure (4, 29). AP1 is
active at the TGN, and AP2 is active at the plasma membrane.
AP2 has two phosphoinositide binding sites, one of which
has a high affinity for phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate
(PtdIns[4,5]P2 or PIP2). The targeting of AP2 to the plasma

membrane is mediated in part by the presence of PtdIns(4,5)P2
at the site of CCV assembly (5, 43). AP180 and auxilin are
supporting APs that assist in both assembly and disassembly
of clathrin structures (7).
In addition to clathrin and adaptor proteins, other proteins
such as actin and dynamin, and phospholipids such as
PtdIns(4,5)P2 play a role in forming clathrin structures. CCV
formation is associated with actin polymerization (39). Disruption of actin polymerization inhibits the formation of
CCPs, internalization of CCVs, and further restricts the limited lateral mobility of CCPs (79). The extent of inhibition of
CCP and CCV formation is related to the extent of disruption
of actin polymerization (5). The clathrin coat contains actinbinding proteins; however, CCV preparations do not contain
actin or proteins that promote actin polymerization. Although
none of the steps underlying CCV formation (nucleation, assembly, and scission) requires actin, sustained CCV formation grinds to a halt without an actin cytoskeleton. It is likely
that the forced localization of clathrin structures due to the
restricted mobility imposed by the cortical actin network aids
vesicle formation by ensuring the association of all the participants necessary for vesicle formation (5). However, interference with actin polymerization does not seem to preclude
clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Drugs that affect actin polymerization have varying effects on endocytosis and, in some
cases, have no effect (references in 13). These apparently
contradictory results suggest that although endocytosis is
possible without actin, efficient clathrin-mediated endocytosis is possible only in the presence of actin.
The scission of a fully invaginated CCP to form a CCV is
mediated by the 100-kDa GTPase, dynamin. Three dynamin
isoforms have been found in mammalian cells: dynamin-1,
dynamin-2, and dynamin-3. Dynamin-2 is expressed in most
tissues (43).
Proteins that play important roles in clathrin-mediated
endocytosis—for instance, AP2, dynamin, epsin, and AP180—
have PtdIns(4,5)P2 binding domains. Impairing the binding of
PtdIns(4,5)P2 to these proteins negatively affects endocytosis
(72). Phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 5-kinase (PIP5K) is an
enzyme that generates PtdIns(4,5)P2. Exposure to primary
alcohols like 1-butanol decreases PIP5K activation, which
leads to a decrease in the formation of PtdIns(4,5)P2. It has
been shown that existing CCPs disappear, and no new CCPs
are formed in cells treated with 1-butanol (5). Further, new
CCPs were observed to form as soon as 1-butanol was removed or when PtdIns(4,5)P2 was reintroduced through liposomes. A quantitative analysis of PtdIns(4,5)P2 dynamics
by using GFP-tagged protein probes at endocytic sites in
budding yeasts indicates that recruitment of cargo is succeeded by PtdIns(4,5)P2 enrichment before CCP formation
(72). PtdIns(4,5)P2 possibly plays a role in recruiting endocytic
machinery to the plasma membrane and in promoting actin
polymerization (72).
Caveolae
Caveolae are rich in the structural coat protein caveolin-1 that
is known to be required for their formation. Caveolin-1 null
mice lack caveolae (10, 54, 80), and expression of caveolin-1 can
induce caveolar formation in cells that lack caveolae (17). Three
caveolin proteins occur as the isoforms caveolin-1a, caveolin1b, caveolin-2a, caveolin-2b, and caveolin-3 (71, 73). Caveolin-2
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appears to have only a supporting role in caveolar formation
(49), whereas caveolin-1 and caveolin-3 are essential for the
formation of caveolae (23, 71). Caveolin-1 is expressed in endothelial cells (9) and nonstriated muscle cells (23), whereas
caveolin-3 is muscle specific, and its deficiency has been
linked to muscular dystrophy (21).
Oligomerized caveolin-1 is known to be the building
block of caveolae (42, 60). High-resolution scanning electron
microscopy has revealed that caveolar invaginations have a
fine surface structure with ridges about 10 nm in diameter that
spiral around the cytosolic surface (51, 57). Caveolin-1 oligomerizes into heptameric units that assemble to form the
characteristic surface striations (15, 71).
Estimates for the number of caveolin-1 molecules in caveolae range from 100 to 200. The Pelkmans and Zerial (50)
estimate of 144 caveolin molecules has been widely quoted in
the literature, but it may be an underestimate. Each heptameric unit of caveolin-1 has a diameter of *10 nm, and a 100nm planar caveolar structure having about three concentric
filaments has *50 heptameric units (15). This suggests that,
on average, caveolae can have as many as 350 caveolin-1
molecules, and possibly more.
It has been proposed over the last decade that the plasma
membrane contains fluid-ordered detergent-insoluble glycolipidrich domains referred to as lipid rafts. Lipid rafts were defined at
the Keystone Symposium on Lipid Rafts and Cell Function
(2006) as follows: Membrane rafts are small (10–200 nm), heterogeneous, highly dynamic, sterol- and sphingolipid-enriched domains
that compartmentalize cellular processes. Small rafts can sometimes
be stabilized to form larger platforms through protein–protein and
protein–lipid interactions. Certain classes of lipid rafts are associated with specific structural protein components; changes
in form and function of those classes of rafts may be attributed
to such associations. Caveolin-1–enriched lipid raft domains
invaginate to form caveolae. Electron microscopy of plasma
membrane–associated caveolae revealed two pools of caveolae: shallow and deeply invaginated (20). This study suggests
that the ratio of caveolin-1a to caveolin-1b is greater in deeply
invaginated caveolae. The fact that lipid rafts can also form
within intracellular organellar membranes such as the GA is
suggestive of one potential mechanism for the biogenesis of
caveolae. In this context, lipid rafts enriched with caveolin-1 at
Golgi membranes form internal caveolae that are excised from
the GA and transported to the plasma membrane where they
dock, fuse, and appear as the familiar caveolar invaginations
(2, 21). It is also known that caveolae are rich in cholesterol and
that caveolin-1 binds cholesterol. Additionally, the caveolar
structure is deformed by cholesterol removal (57). Thus, both
caveolin-1 and cholesterol are thought to play critical roles in
the formation and stability of caveolae.
Recently, proteins other than caveolins have been found to
be integral to the caveolar structure. A 60-kDa protein was
shown by immunoelectron microscopy to be present on the
cytosolic surface of caveolin-1 containing caveolae in rat adipocytes and with caveolin-2 and -3 isoforms in other rat tissues as well (52, 75). Sequencing revealed the protein to be
identical to polymerase I and transcript release factor (PTRF);
however, it was named Cavin because of its association with
caveolae (76). Cavin is known to colocalize with caveolin-1
and is sensitive to cholesterol depletion. Overexpression of
cavin leads to an increase in the recruitment of caveolin-1 to
lipid rafts in cultured cells. Cavin may serve also to connect
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Table 1. Comparison of Caveolae and CCVs
Feature
Oligomeric unit
Assembly unit
Cargo attachment proteins
Scission mechanism

Clathrin

Caveolae

Triskelions
Polygons
Adaptors
Elongation

Heptamers
Spiral striations
Cavins (?)
Constriction

caveolae with the cytoskeleton (36). Zebrafish and honeybee caveolin, both capable of inducing caveolae formation,
recruit cavin to the plasma membrane, whereas C. elegans
caveolin, which is unable to induce caveolae formation, does
not recruit cavin to the plasma membrane. This indicates that
cavin plays a role in the formation of caveolae. Furthermore,
fluorescence lifetime imaging and fluorescence resonance
energy transfer have shown that caveolin and cavin are
closely associated in the plasma membrane (23). In prostate
cancer cells, cavin is required for caveolae formation. In an
NIH 3T3 fibroblast cell line with reduced cavin expression,
caveolin was diffuse in the plasma membrane instead of aggregating, suggesting that cavin is essential for stabilization of
caveolin in caveolae (23). Cavin is also essential for in vivo
formation of caveolae in zebrafish notochord cells (23). The
role of cavin in the formation of caveolae warrants further
inquiry.
As in the case of clathrin-mediated endocytosis, the excision of surface caveolae to form endocytic vesicles is mediated by dynamin recruitment to budding caveolae (22, 44).
Dynamin-2 strongly associates with invaginated caveolae,
especially near constricted necks. It appears that direct binding occurs between dynamin-2 and caveolin-1 (78). Dynamin2 is regulated by Src kinase–dependent phosphorylation,
which stimulates its translocation to caveolin-1–rich membranes and promotes its association with caveolin-1 (68).
Electron-microscope tomography of endothelial cells and
3T3-L1 adipocytes has revealed that complex interconnections occur between clusters of caveolae and the actin cytoskeleton and microtubules (55). This finding suggests that
actin and microtubules play roles in the formation and distribution of caveolar clusters, such as rosettes.
See Table 1 for a comparison of some of the important
features of CCVs and caveolae.
Clathrin and caveolin independent
Some endocytic mechanisms are independent of clathrin
and caveolins, but share some of the endocytic participants.
The familiar mechanism of recruitment of endocytic proteins,
invagination, and scission is observed in these mechanisms.
Sphingolipids and cholesterol may be involved in clathrinindependent pathways.
1. Specifically, in mutant Chinese hamster ovary cells,
sphingolipid depletion disrupted clathrin-independent
endocytosis but not clathrin-dependent endocytosis.
The loss of sphingomyelin is particularly responsible for
disruption of clathrin-independent RhoA- or Cdc42dependent pathways (8).
2. The clathrin-independent endocytosis of gc receptor is
dynamin and actin dependent and associated with flotillin-2 and lipid rafts (61).
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3. CT is endocytosed by tubular 40- to 80-nm vesicles
thought to be GPI-AP–enriched early endosomal compartments or GEECs (30).
4. The nontoxic homopentameric Gb3-binding B-subunit
of Shiga toxin stimulates the formation of tubular
membrane invaginations for its uptake. Dynamin inhibition leads to an increase in the appearance of these
>200-nm tubular surface-connected invaginations. The
invaginations are free of caveolin-1 and can form in caveolin-free cell systems (56).
5. Flotillin-1 and flotillin-2 are related proteins that coassemble into lipid raft–like microdomains. These laterally
mobile domains have a morphology that is dissimilar to
that of CCPs and somewhat similar to that caveolae. The
similarity of flotillin vesicles and caveolar vesicles suggests that some structures thought to be caveolae may be
invaginated flotillin microdomains (19).

FIG. 4. The process of CCV assembly. Once a cell-surface
receptor is ligated by its specific ligand or cargo, intracellular adaptor protein and clathrin assemble on the membrane
receptor, forming a clathrin-coated pit and, eventually, a
clathrin-coated vesicle (CCV). Finally, the clathrin coat is removed, and the adaptor and clathrin are recycled.

Mechanisms of Vesicle Formation
Currently, an incomplete understanding exists of the
mechanisms of vesicle formation; however, some observations reveal some biologic elements of the mechanisms. A
broad comparison of the processes of invagination, vesicle
formation, and vesicle disassembly in the cases of caveolae
and CCVs is shown in Fig. 3. At present, evidence of two
major pathways is found. One is that the vesicle is formed on
the membrane surface, either at the plasma membrane at the
cell surface or at internal cell organelles like the TGN. Another
possibility is that vesicles formed elsewhere dock at, fuse
with, and then break off from membranes. Observations of
intermediate structures suggest likely steps in the mechanisms for both paths.
Stimulated vesicle formation; activated endocytosis
Clathrin. It is likely that CCV formation begins with AP1
and AP2 being recruited to and possibly self-assembling at
receptor sites on the plasma membrane (7) (see Fig. 4). The
adaptor proteins dock with receptors that may or may not be
bound to cargo. This is followed by the recruitment of clathrin
and attachment of clathrin molecules to adaptors. This is
succeeded by the formation of triskelions followed by the
assembly of triskelions into a curved polygonal mesh. The
initial assembly of triskelions is seen to be in the form of
hexagonal arrays, but the final clathrin-coated structure has
both hexagonal and pentagonal cells (27, 62).
Two different mechanisms have been proposed to explain
how clathrin triskelions assemble into the final soccer-ball

FIG. 3. Caveolae- and clathrin-mediated endocytic structures.

structure (43). One possibility is that triskelions first assemble
into flat hexagonal assemblies. Then a lattice rearrangement
occurs, in which some hexagons are replaced by pentagons to
induce curvature. Geometric considerations suggest that to
form a closed spherical structure, 12 pentagonal cells are required in the final curved tessellated polygonal assembly (28,
29). However, it is unclear how this substitution might take
place. Possibly eps15 and amphiphysin are involved in the
lattice rearrangement (7). Although auxilin and the ATPase
Hsc70 are primarily involved in clathrin-coated vesicle disassembly, they may also play a role in the initial rearrangement of the clathrin lattice (12).
The second mechanism through which triskelions could
assemble into CCPs is that the initial flat hexagonal assemblies
serve as reservoirs for clathrin. Clathrin rapidly recruited
from these reservoirs could assemble into triskelions that
are inserted at edge positions in hexagonal cells or pentagonal cells directly as needed, avoiding the necessity of lattice rearrangement (43). Total internal reflective fluorescence
(TIRF) microscopy of the membrane of isolated adipocytes
that are not attached to solid substrate suggests that CCVs
form and detach from stable patches of clathrin-coated membrane domains (3), wherein the clathrin patches are continuously replenished with clathrin from the cytosol. Whether
the clathrin patches are aggregates of CCPs or clathrin arrays that form individual CCPs just before scission is not clear.
This phenomenon may be related to the enrichment of
clathrin and actin assembly-promoting phosphoinositides
like PtdIns(4,5)P2 in specific membrane regions (3, 5, 72).

FIG. 5. Comparison of scission in caveolae and CCVs.
Cytoskeletal elements and dynamin-mediated ‘‘pinchase’’
activity are thought to induce vesicle fission from the
membrane.
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FIG. 6. Caveolae exist as individual caveolar buds,
membrane-associated vesicles, or multiples of caveolae in
the form of elongated channels or grapelike clusters.

Preceding scission, constriction of the pits into necked
structures with sequestration of cargo is observed. The narrow neck is then severed to complete vesicle formation. The
sequence: constriction, neck elongation, scission is illustrated
in Fig. 5. Dynamin is known to be involved in constriction and
scission (7, 39). Dynamin self-assembles into helical ring
structures in vitro and into stacks of connected rings under
low-salt conditions (references in 38). Dynamin recruitment to
the clathrin triskelion assembly is succeeded by GTP-triggered dynamin redistribution into helical rings at necks (38),
with about 20 dynamin molecules in a spiral configuration in
a helical ring (62). Evanescent wave microscopy combined
with epifluorescence illumination has been used to image
dynamically the process of internalization of CCPs. The process of internalization is marked by concurrent actin recruitment and assembly with a flurry of dynamin activity just
before fission (39).
Caveolae. Although initial evidence indicated that caveolae form on the plasma membrane, recent studies point to
Golgi complexes as being the original sites for caveolae formation (49). The synthesis of caveolin occurs in the ER, and
caveolin molecules hook through the inner leaflet of the
membrane in a hairpin loop–like manner (42). Soon after synthesis, the caveolin monomers oligomerize into heptamers,
which are phosphorylated, it is thought, to prevent premature
assembly (2). The phosphorylated oligomers are transported
by the secretory pathway to the Golgi complex, where they are
dephosphorylated (2). Cholesterol is hypothetically incorporated in membrane regions where the oligomers are attached,
and the cholesterol-rich membrane domain with the caveolin
heptamers curves to form caveolae (15, 21). It has been suggested that asymmetrically anchored caveolin oligomers exert
forces on the underlying membrane, and that these forces
exert bending moments that are responsible for deformation
of the membrane into the characteristic flasklike shape (15).
Internalized caveolae can then aggregate into clusters, as seen
in Fig. 2. Figure 6 shows how caveolae can form caveolar
clusters or fused caveolar structures.
Kiss-and-run mechanism
As an alternative to the invagination and pinching off of
caveolae, a kiss-and-run mechanism has been proposed (50)
from data showing that preexisting vesicles periodically undergo docking, fusion, and fission. While docked, the integrity of the caveolar coat is maintained. Between docking
cycles, motility of vesicles is restricted within small volumes
just beneath the cell-surface areas. Exposure to SV40 increases
the frequency of surface docking events rather than the
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number of surface caveolae. The actin cytoskeleton may restrict caveolae from being fully internalized or from docking
with internal organelles and cause them to conduct these kissand-run cycles.
It is thought that the way dynamin induces fission in the
case of CCPs and caveolae differs in the constriction step (Fig.
5). In the case of CCPs, a long neck has been observed (35).
Dynamin is thought to play a role in the elongation of the
neck, which leads to the CCP pinching off from the membrane
to form a CCV (38, 39). In the case of caveolae, neck formation
has not been observed, and it is thought that dynamin constricts the neck of deeply invaginated caveolae (78).
Modeling Vesicle Formation
In silico studies can be viewed as theoretical or computational experiments conducted on simplified versions of real
systems. The complexity of real systems can be reduced so
that the interactions between principal components can be
analyzed without having to consider numerous complicating
factors present in vivo. By varying the features and parameters
in a simulation, the basic structures and mechanisms involved
in endocytosis can be isolated, analogous to a controlled experiment, although such experiments may not yet be feasible.
Many different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the possible steps underlying various kinds of endocytic
routes (Fig. 3). It is precisely the quantitative aspects of modeling that help to distinguish the feasibility of mechanisms.
This section organizes the essential questions that modeling
can address and gives some examples of current approaches.
Our aim is to identify generic aspects of mechanisms that can
be the first focus of modeling.
The role of modeling
Modeling can be used to investigate the specific mechanisms suggested by the experimental observations outlined in
this review. Although the structures associated with vesicle
formation can be observed, it is not possible to determine experimentally which of these play necessary roles in the
mechanism of endocytosis. In the case of caveolae, for instance,
it is proposed that caveolin oligomers induce vesicle formation. The importance of the heptameric structure of these
oligomers is unknown. Can the coat protein induce endocytosis if oligomerization does not occur? Is a critical oligomer
size or optimal geometry of the associated surface striations
necessary? The question of how the budding mechanism
depends on quantitative parameters (such as the number of
caveolins in each oligomer and the spatial distribution of oligomers) is one that can be directly addressed within a computational model—simply by specifying a desired configuration
of structural elements and simulating the consequent evolution of the system. Similarly, forces can be added or removed
as a means of investigating which are necessary and how they
can be generated. For example, is an externally applied force
required to deform a cell membrane (e.g., as a consequence of
a signaling reaction or other stimulus), or can spontaneous
curvature arise from the anisotropic composition of the lipid
bilayer and resultant intrinsic bending stresses? If spontaneous
curvature does arise, is this a sufficient condition for budding
and invagination to occur? The literature presents a number of
reports that begin to address these questions; some of these are
described here. However, mechanistic models of increasing
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complexity will be required to unravel the tangle of observations that exists in the experimental literature.
Degrees of complexity in modeling
We have seen that endocytosis is a complex process and
that the endocytic machinery has numerous interacting participants that fulfill various functions. Not only the mechanical properties of embedded proteins, but also those of the
specific lipids enriched in lipid rafts may contribute to
membrane deformation and hence vesicle formation. Accordingly, we must ask what degree of detail is required in a
computational model. That is, what biologic elements are
critical to represent the essential features of the mechanism for
vesicle formation? It is difficult to say a priori what details can
be omitted and which should be conserved at all costs.
However, some general comments can be made. First, the
number of structures and interactions included in the simulation will depend on the particular phenomena being investigated. In the case of small-scale spontaneous membrane
curvature, it is possible to draw some conclusions based even
on highly simplified models. A model that considers only the
volume contributions of molecular constituents to the overall
volume of one leaflet in a lipid bilayer has been proposed (49).
The volumes corresponding to the standard amounts of caveolin-1 and cholesterol molecules are known. It is possible to
estimate the volume contributed by cholesterol and caveolin-1
molecules to a known span of lipid bilayer, by referring to
these standard volumes. Thus, it is possible to estimate the
extent of expansion induced in a particular leaflet by the caveolin-1 and cholesterol molecules it contains. The resultant
curvature caused by the expansion of one leaflet against the
other can be then modeled through a truncated ellipsoid.
Much effort has been expended in modeling the lipid bilayer and its response to inclusions such as the proteins that
are the focus of this review. These models fall into two broad
classes: (a) continuum models, and (b) particulate or discrete
models. Continuum models typically treat the bilayer as a
two-dimensional linear-elastic sheet with surface tension (58,
66). Parameters like the bending modulus, the surface-tension
coefficient, and spontaneous curvature are typically used to
characterize the membrane properties. Forces on the membrane are usually modeled as entropic forces that arise from
proteins attached to the surface or as stochastic forces due to
the brownian fluctuations of the surrounding medium (6).
However, because of the typical formulation of these models,
only small displacements and small surface curvatures can be
accurately modeled. The most detailed particulate models
attempt to account for the details of the individual atoms
making up the amphiphilic molecules of the lipid bilayer.
Simulation methods such as molecular dynamics (MD) and
Monte Carlo (MC) are used to address inter- and intramolecular interactions between all atoms in the membrane
and the surrounding fluid. The time and length scales relevant
to vesicle formation present an intractable problem for these
computationally expensive fully atomistic models. Indeed,
assuming computational technology advances according to
Moore’s law, Brannigan et al. (6) optimistically estimate a time
of 46 years before a 1-mm-square patch of membrane can be
modeled over an evolution time of 1 ms. By coarse-graining
(grouping together) atoms into larger pseudo-particles, a
mesoscopic description of the membrane is obtained that can
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be used to simulate efficiently the large-scale deformations of
the lipid bilayer. At each level of coarse-graining, a stylized
effective potential or entropic contribution is used to represent
the detailed intramolecular or intermolecular effects discarded from the finer scale of description. Protein inclusions
can similarly be represented as coarse-grained particles or
bead-spring assemblies, such as those used in polymer kinetic
theory. In extreme cases (such as contracting all the degrees of
freedom of a stylized bead-spring model of an amphiphile
down to just the position and direction of a rodlike particle),
the underlying concept is so far removed from the atomistic
fundamentals that the simplified geometry and physicochemical parameters are justified empirically by the overall
membrane behavior being simulated. This is the approach of
empirical models.
Continuum models. Given the enormous atomic scale
complexity and degree of coordination between many elements, early attempts to model vesicle formation consisted of
a simple continuum picture. The dynamics of a continuum
system can be analyzed in terms of bending and stretching
stresses and strains. Membrane deformations have been
studied in terms of parameters such as deformed membrane
surface shape, curvature, and neck radius. In the work of Sens
(65), a budding parameter is defined in terms of these descriptors and used to describe the mathematical solutions to nonlinear dynamic equations that underlie vesicle formation in
lipid membranes. Vesicles are known to regulate tension in
membranes, and membrane tension in turn affects the morphology of vesicles (67). Membrane tension in cells is known
to be affected by the anchoring of the cytoskeleton to the
membrane. Physicochemical arguments support the idea that
an energy barrier between flat and invaginated membrane
domains facilitates their coexistence. It is thought that proteins like dynamin increase this energy barrier and thus deter
membrane flattening (67). Thus, the role of the cytoskeleton in
vesicle formation is an important open question.
Sens and Turner (66) modeled caveolin-1 oligomers as
flexible bunches of polymeric chains that exert mechanical
bending and stretching forces on an idealized lipid membrane
modeled as an elastic or viscoelastic continuum. Continuum
models that study the effect of caveolin aggregates on membranes by treating them as rigid or semirigid membrane inclusions indicate that higher local membrane rigidity should
lead to an increased bud radius (66).
Chirality-induced budding has also been considered (59).
In a multicomponent bilayer with a major and a minor component, the minor species may have an intrinsic tilt with respect to the membrane or may acquire one by association with
additional components like cholesterol. The chirality of lipids
will be expressed at length scales larger than molecular dimensions on account of this tilt (59). This kind of curvature
could account for vesicle formation in the absence of the usual
membrane-deforming proteins. Further, in the case of caveolae, this mechanism in conjunction with cholesterolbinding ability of caveolin-1 may serve to stabilize raft
domains recruited into caveolae (58).
Theoretical models that consider interactions between
membrane-bound proteins and the effect of membrane tension and bending modulus suggest that the appearance of
striations on caveolae could be the result of membranemediated repulsion between proteins (14). Models that study
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the effects of membrane curvature and in-plane shear elasticity on resting shapes of vesicles suggest that neck formation
is integral to stability of vesicles. Changing the opening radius
of vesicles induces spontaneous curvature and has a dramatic
effect on vesicle shape. The in-plane shear modulus affects the
resting shape of vesicles in areas with significant changes in
curvature (32).
Particulate models. An alternative to describing the lipid
bilayer as a continuous sheet is to model it as a discrete assembly of particles. This approach has some advantages over
the continuum model. Particulate models require no mathematical parameterization of the bilayer geometry and hence
are not restricted to minor deformations of near-planar configurations or to constraints imposed by topology or numerical gridding, as is the case with most continuum models.
They also enable the study of membranes of heterogeneous
composition. However, rather than tracking the surface
through a single equation, the location and interactions of
every particle must be stored during the simulation. Given
current computational technology, this requirement limits
the size of systems that can be investigated with fully atomistic models to *1 nm for evolution times of *1 ns. Coarsegrained models can be used to address the evolution of larger
membrane units for longer times by reducing the degrees of
freedom included in the model. At the lowest level of coarse
graining, neighboring atoms are grouped into larger pseudoatoms, but the lipid unit still consists of a number of bonded
particles. At a higher level of coarse graining, each lipid may
be represented as an anisotropic particle (e.g., rod or ellipsoid). The use of an internal director enforces the molecular
orientation that—in a fully atomistic or pseudo-atomistic
simulation—would normally result from hydrophobic interactions with the surrounding solvent. As the level of coarse
graining is increased, detail is systematically removed from
the model, and suitable interparticle potentials of the simplified system are parameterized to mimic the mesoscopic effect
of the missing degrees of freedom.
A novel coarse-grained approach to modeling membrane
curvature and the forces responsible for bending is proposed
by Akpa et al. (unpublished work). In this empirical model, the
coarse-grained particles that make up the membrane are actually isotropic (i.e., each individual particle does not in and

FIG. 7. Discrete computational representation of caveolin molecules as bead-spring
assemblies attached to the underlying membrane.
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of itself embody any intrinsic directionality). Rather, a nearneighbor interaction potential is formulated to energetically
favor a sheetlike relative arrangement of these particles, which
collectively exhibit two-dimensional fluid behavior, while
resisting bending deformations. Specifically, the relative location of particles is used to extract an effective normal direction by suitable near-neighbor summation. This vector
figures in a soft potential that confines particles in a roughly
planar arrangement, and a supplementary Lennard-Jones pair
pseudo-potential operates in the plane to maintain cohesion.
Involving only translational degrees of freedom (i.e., no directors or orientational variables), the resulting simulated
construct behaves like an elastic membrane, in which particles
automatically redistribute themselves in response to local
forces. The parameters in the interaction potentials are tuned
to the collective elastic and bending properties.
Having established a versatile computational framework
for the lipid bilayer, the model goes on to address how
changes in caveolin-1 oligomerization and phosphorylation
affect membrane invagination, budding, and internalization
by controlling (a) the stability of caveolin oligomers in the
plasma membranes, and (b) their ability to facilitate changes
in membrane curvature. A coarse-grained atomistic (CGA)
approach is used to simulate key mechanistic features of the
budding of vesicles from caveolae. It is postulated that coulombic interchain repulsion resulting from phosphorylationinduced charge creates asymmetric forces that cause the
formation of curvature in the cell membrane. By combining
Brownian dynamics of heptamers anchored to the membrane
with the elastic membrane response, a model of caveolinmediated curvature can be obtained (Fig. 7).
Computational models feed back into biologic experiments. A computational model can be tweaked to evaluate
‘‘what if’’ scenarios. For instance, the effect of altering the
physicomechanical properties of proteins on overall vesicle
formation can be ascertained. This can be used to predict
abnormal vesicle formation in diseased cells. The behavior of
individual coat proteins dispersed on the membrane surface
can be contrasted with that of oligomers of coat proteins. The
role of external=cytosolic assemblies (actin cytoskeleton) can
be modeled. The results of such computer experiments can
suggest laboratory experiments that might be done to test=
confirm mechanisms.
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Conclusions and Future Directions
In this review, we highlight cellular signaling mechanisms
that temporally and spatially regulate clathrin-coated vesicle-,
caveolae-, and raft-mediated vesicle formation and endocytosis, pointing to several unanswered questions in these fields.
Receptor- or cargo-specific endocytosis can uniquely activate
signaling cascades that are cell-type specific and thus important for organ-specific functions. By controlling cell-surface
receptors and scaffolded proteins, vesicle-associated structural
proteins such as clathrin and caveolin-1 accomplish endocytic
regulation of cell signaling. The molecular mechanisms of
vesicle formation and trafficking, including coat protein assembly, disassembly, and interaction with cytoskeletal elements, are also at the forefront of research efforts, largely
because of recent technicologic advances in the speed and
resolution of light and electron microscopy. For example, it is
now possible to distinguish between preexisting endocytic
vesicle internalization of cargo and de novo vesicle formation
on receptor activation, as well as the role of the cytoskeleton in
vesicle formation, with such new instrumentation. Furthermore, as outlined herein, the ability to formulate and quickly
modify testable hypotheses with the aid of computer simulations should bring into focus the feasibility of critical mechanisms governing the primary endocytic pathways as well as
their potential affect on cell signaling. Research efforts that
combine the use of molecular genetic approaches, proteomic
profiling, live-cell imaging, ultrastructural analysis, and computer modeling will improve our understanding of the critical
determinants of endocytic vesicle formation and trafficking with reference to cell-type, cargo, and disease specificity.
Currently, state-of-the-art high-throughput, high-resolution,
fast-acquisition live-cell fluorescent imaging platforms are
being used to screen siRNA libraries (for example, to characterize the role of specific kinases in endocytosis and vesicle
trafficking) (50). It is anticipated that similar studies will be
used to elucidate the roles of the hundreds if not thousands of
signaling molecules and protein–protein interactions involved
in endocytosis, with the ultimate goal of understanding the
specific compartmentalized events required for internalization
and trafficking of cargo and drug molecules.
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